Abstract. This paper introduces a resource allocation framework specifically tailored for addressing the problem of dynamic placement (or pinning) of parallelized applications to processing units. Decisions are updated recursively for each thread by a resource manager/scheduler which runs in parallel to the application's threads and periodically records their performances and assigns to them new CPU affinities. For updating the CPU-affinities, the scheduler uses a reinforcement-learning algorithm, each branch of which is responsible for assigning a new placement strategy to each thread. The proposed resource allocation framework is flexible enough to address alternative optimization criteria, such as maximum average processing speed and minimum speed variance among threads. We demonstrate the response of the dynamic scheduler under fixed and varying availability of resources (e.g., when other applications running on the same platform) in a parallel implementation of the Ant-Colony Optimization.
Introduction
Resource allocation has become an indispensable part of the design of any engineering system that consumes resources, such as electricity power in home energy management [1] , access bandwidth and battery life in wireless communications [10] , computing bandwidth under certain QoS requirements [2] , computing bandwidth and memory in parallelized applications [4] .
When resource allocation is performed online and the number, arrival and departure times of the tasks are not known a priori (as in the case of CPU bandwidth allocation), the role of a resource manager (RM) is to guarantee the efficient operation of all tasks by appropriately distributing resources. However, guaranteeing efficiency through the adjustment of resources requires the formulation of a centralized optimization problem (e.g., mixed-integer linear programming formulations [2] ), which further requires information about the specifics of each task (i.e., application details). Such information may not be available to neither the RM nor the task itself.
Given the difficulties involved in the formulation of centralized optimization problems, not to mention their computational complexity, feedback from the running tasks in the form of performance measurements may provide valuable information for the establishment of efficient allocations. Prior work has demonstrated the importance of thread-to-core bindings in the overall performance of a parallelized application. For example, [11] describes a tool that checks the performance of each of the available thread-to-core bindings and searches an optimal placement. Reference [5] combines the problem of thread scheduling with scheduling hints related to thread-memory affinity issues. These hints are able to accommodate load distribution given information for the application structure and the hardware topology. Hierarchical scheduling is implemented, where lowlevel work stealing [3] is used only at neighboring cores so as to maintain data locality, while at the memory-node level, the thread scheduler deals with larger groups of threads. A similar scheduling policy is also implemented by [14] .
This form of scheduling strategies exhibits several disadvantages when dealing with dynamic environments (e.g., varying availability of resources). In particular, retrieving the exact affinity relations during runtime may be an issue due to the involved information complexity. Furthermore, in the presence of other applications running on the same platform, the above methodologies will fail to identify irregular application behavior and react promptly to such irregularities. Instead, in such dynamic environments, it is more appropriate to consider learning-based optimization techniques, where the scheduling policy is being updated based on performance measurements from the running threads. Through such measurement-or learning-based scheme, we can a) reduce information complexity (i.e., when dealing with a large number of possible thread/memory bindings) since only performance measurements need to be collected during runtime, and b) adapt to uncertain/irregular application behavior.
To this end, this paper proposes a dynamic (learning-based) scheme for optimally allocating threads of a parallelized application into a set of available CPU cores. In particular, the proposed methodology implements a reinforcement learning algorithm (executed in parallel by a resource manager/scheduler), according to which each thread responds to its current performance. The proposed algorithm requires minimum information exchange, that is only the performance measurements collected from each running thread. Furthermore, it exhibits adaptivity and robustness to possible irregularities in the behavior of a thread or to possible changes in the availability of resources. We demonstrate through experiments in a Linux platform that the proposed algorithm outperforms the scheduling strategies of the operating system with respect to completion time.
This work extends prior work of the authors [8] in two directions: (a) we introduce a new type of reinforcement-learning dynamics that admits faster adjustment towards better allocations, and (b) evaluation is performed over a real-world application, that is a parallelized implementation of the Ant-Colony Optimization metaheuristic.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the overall framework and objective. Section 3 presents a reinforcement-learning algorithm for dynamic placement of threads. Section 4 presents experiments of the proposed algorithm in a Linux platform and comparison tests with the operating system's performance. Finally, Section 5 presents concluding remarks.
Notation:
• For some finite set A, |A| denotes the cardinality of A.
• The probability simplex of dimension n is denoted ∆ (n) and defined as
n denotes the unit vector whose jth entry is equal to 1 while all other entries are zero;
• For a vector σ ∈ ∆ (n), let rand σ [a 1 , ..., a n ] denote the random selection of an element of the set {a 1 , ..., a n } according to the distribution σ.
Problem Formulation and Objective

Framework
We consider a resource allocation framework for addressing the problem of dynamic pinning of parallelized applications. In particular, we consider a number of threads I = {1, 2, ..., n} resulting from a parallelized application. These threads need to be pinned/scheduled for processing into a set of available CPU cores, denoted J = {1, 2, ..., m} (not necessarily homogeneous). We denote the assignment of a thread i to the set of available CPU's by α i ∈ A i ≡ J , i.e., α i designates the number of the CPU where this thread is being assigned to. Let also α = {α i } i denote the assignment profile.
Responsible for the assignment of CPU's into the threads is the Resource Manager (RM), which periodically checks the prior performance of each thread and makes a decision over their next CPU placements so that a (user-specified) objective is maximized. Throughout the paper, we will assume that:
(a) The internal properties and details of the threads are not known to the RM. Instead, the RM may only have access to measurements related to their performance (e.g., their processing speed). (b) Threads may not be idled or postponed. Instead, the goal of the RM is to assign the currently available resources to the currently running threads. (c) Each thread may only be assigned to a single CPU core.
Static optimization & issues
The selection of a centralized objective is open-ended. In the remainder of the paper, we will consider two main possibilities of a centralized objective in order to emphasize the flexibility of the introduced methodology to address alternative criteria. In the first case, the centralized objective will correspond to maximizing the average processing speed. In the second case, it will correspond to maximizing the average processing speed while maintaining a balance between the processing speeds of the running threads. Let v i = v i (α, w) denote the processing speed of thread i which depends on both the overall assignment α, as well as exogenous parameters aggregated within w. The exogenous parameters w summarize, for example, the impact of other applications running on the same platform or other irregularities of the applications. Then, the previously mentioned centralized objectives may take on the following form:
where
v i /n, corresponds to the average processing speed of all threads;
/n, for some γ > 0, corresponds to the average processing speed minus a penalty that is proportional to the speed variance among threads.
Any solution to the optimization problem (1) would correspond to an efficient assignment. Figure 1 presents a schematic of a static resource allocation framework sequence of actions where the centralized objective (1) is solved by the RM once and then it communicates the optimal assignment to the threads.
However, there are two significant issues when posing an optimization problem in the form of (1). In particular, 1. the function v i (α, w) is unknown and it may only be evaluated through measurements of the processing speed, denotedṽ i ; 2. the exogenous influence w is unknown and may vary with time, thus the optimal assignment may not be fixed with time.
Measurement-or learning-based optimization
We wish to target the static objective of (1) through a measurement-based (or learning-based ) optimization approach. According to such approach, the RM reacts to measurements of the objective function f (α, w), periodically collected at time instances k = 1, 2, ... and denotedf (k). In the case of objective (O1),
Given these measurements and the current assignment α(k) of resources, the RM selects the next assignment of resources α(k + 1) so that the measured objective approaches the true optimum of the unknown function f (α, w). In other words, the RM employs an update rule of the form:
according to which prior pairs of measurements and assignments for each thread i are mapped into a new assignment α i (k + 1) that will be employed during the next evaluation interval. The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 2 describing the flow of information and steps executed. In particular, at any given time instance k = 1, 2, ..., each thread i communicates to the RM its current processing speedṽ i (k). Then the RM updates the assignment of each thread i, α i (k + 1), and communicates it to i.
Objective
The goal of this paper is to address the problem of adaptive or dynamic pinning through a distributed learning framework. Each thread will constitute an independent decision maker. It selects its own CPU assignments independently using its own preference criterion (although the necessary computations for such selection are executed by the RM).
The goal is to design a preference criterion and a selection rule for each thread, so that when it tries to maximize its own (local ) criterion then certain guarantees can be achieved regarding the overall (global ) performance of the parallelized application. Furthermore, the selection criterion of each thread should be adaptive and robust to possible resource variations.
In the following section, we will present such a (distributed) learning scheme.
Reinforcement Learning (RL)
The question that naturally emerges is how agents may choose assignments based only on their available measurements so that eventually an efficient assignment is established for all threads.
To this end, we employ a learning framework (namely, perturbed learning automata) that is based on the reinforcement learning algorithm introduced by the authors in [6, 7] . It belongs to the general class of learning automata [13] .
The basic idea behind reinforcement learning is rather simple. Each agent i keeps track of a strategy vector that holds its estimates over the best choice (in this case, the CPU core). We denote this strategy by
To provide an example, consider the case of 3 available CPU cores, i.e., A i = J = {1, 2, 3}. In this case, the strategy σ i ∈ ∆ (3) of thread i may take the following form:
such that 20% corresponds to the probability of assigning itself to CPU core 1, 50% corresponds to the probability of assigning itself to CPU core 2 and 30% corresponds to the probability of assigning itself to CPU core 3. Briefly, the assignment selection will be denoted by
Note that if σ i is a unit vector (or a vertex of ∆ (|J |)), say e j , then agent i selects its jth action with probability one. Such a strategy is usually called pure strategy.
Strategy update
According to the perturbed reinforcement learning [6, 7] , the strategy of each thread at any time instance k = 1, 2, ... is as follows:
where λ > 0 corresponds to a perturbation term (or mutation) and x i (k) corresponds to the nominal strategy of agent i. The nominal strategy is updated according to the following update recursion:
for some constant step-size > 0. According to this recursion, the new nominal strategy will increase in the direction of the currently selected action α i (k) and proportionally to the utility received from this selection, u i (α(k)) (which depends on the whole assignment profile). We define the utility of each thread as
each thread is assigned a performance index that coincides with the overall objective function (identical interest).
In comparison to [6, 7] , the difference here lies in the use of the constant step size > 0 (instead of a decreasing step-size sequence). This selection increases the adaptivity and robustness of the algorithm to possible changes in the environment. This is because a constant step size provides a fast transition of the nominal strategy from one pure strategy to another.
In comparison to [8] , the difference lies in the reinforcement direction. As Equation (4) dictates, the strategy vector is only adjusted when a performance is higher than the running-average performanceū i , which provides a faster adjustment towards better assignments.
The perturbation term λ provides the possibility for the nominal strategy to escape (suboptimal) pure strategy profiles. Setting λ > 0 is essential for providing an adaptive response of the algorithm to changes in the environment.
The convergence properties of this class of dynamics can be derived following the exact same reasoning used for the learning dynamics presented in [8] . In fact, it can be shown that the dynamics approach asymptotically a set of allocations which includes the solutions of the centralized optimization (1) . Such a set may in fact include sub-optimal allocations, however as we shall see in the forthcoming evaluation section, they are significantly better compared to the OS's performance.
Discussion
The reinforcement-learning algorithm of Equation (4) provides a performancebased optimization. No a-priori knowledge of the type of the application or the underlying hardware is necessary. Furthermore, its memory complexity is minimal, since at any update instance of the RM only the strategy vectors of each one of the threads needs to be kept in memory, whose size is linear to the number of CPU cores. Furthermore, for each thread, the dynamics exhibit linear complexity to the number of CPU cores, which results in minimal overhead under a reasonable number of CPU cores.
Experiments
In this section, we present an experimental study of the proposed reinforcement learning scheme for dynamic pinning of parallelized applications. Experiments were conducted on 20×Intel c Xeon c CPU E5-2650 v3 2.30 GHz running Linux Kernel 64bit 3.13.0-43-generic. The machine divides the physical cores into two NUMA nodes (Node 1: 0-9 CPU's, Node 2: 10-19 CPU's).
In the following subsections, we consider a parallelized implementation of the so-called Ant-Colony Optimization. The proposed reinforcement learning dynamics is implemented in scenarios under which the availability of resources may vary with time. We compare the overall performance of the algorithm with respect to the completion time of the application.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) [9] is a metaheuristic used for solving NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems. In this paper, we apply ACO to the Single Machine Total Weighted Tardiness Problem (SMTWTP). We are given n jobs. Each job, i, is characterised by its processing time, p i (p in the code below), deadline, d i (d in the code below), and weight, w i (w in the code below). The goal is to find the schedule of jobs that minimises the total weighted tardiness, defined as w i · max{0, C i − d i } where C i is the completion time of the job, i. The ACO solution to the SMTWTP problem consists of a number of iterations, where in each iteration each ant independently computes a schedule, and is biased by a pheromone trail (t in the code below). The pheromone trail is stronger along previously successful routes and is defined by a matrix τ , where τ [i, j] is the preference of assigning job j to the ith place in the schedule. After all ants having computed their solutions, the best solution is chosen as the "running best"; the pheromone trail is updated accordingly, and the next iteration is started. The main part of the program is given in Table 1 .
Parallelization and experimental setup
Parallelization of the ACO metaheuristic can naturally be implemented by assigning a subgroup of ants to each one of the threads. We consider a uniform division of the work-load to each one of the threads (farm pattern). Parallelization is performed using the pthread.h (C++ POSIX thread library).
Throughout the execution, and with a fixed period of 0.2 sec, the RM collects measurements of the total instructions per sec (using the PAPI library [12] ) for each one of the threads separately. Given the provided measurements, the update rule of Equation (4) under (O2) is executed by the RM. Placement of the threads to the available CPU's is achieved through the sched.h library (in particular, the pthread_setaffinity_np function). In the following, we demonstrate the response of the RL scheme in comparison to the Operating System's (OS) response (i.e., when placement of the threads is not controlled by the RM). We compare them for different values of γ ≥ 0 in order to investigate the influence of more balanced speeds to the overall running time.
In all the forthcoming experiments, the RM is executed by the master thread which is always running in the CPU with the first index. Furthermore, in all experiments, only the first one of the two NUMA nodes are utilized, since our intention is to demonstrate the potential benefit of an efficient thread placement when the effect of memory placement is rather small.
Experiment 1: ACO under Uniform CPU Availability
In the first experiment, we consider the ACO parallelized application consisting of 20 threads and utilizing 7 CPU cores. We observe that the dynamic scheduler can match the speed of the OS. The dynamic scheduler (RL) is slower by about 2.12%. This difference can be attributed to the necessary experimentation incorporated into the scheduler (λ > 0). Such experimentation is absolutely necessary for the dynamic scheduler to be able to react to variations in the availability of resources.
Experiment 2: ACO under Non-Uniform CPU Availability
In the second experiment, the bandwidth speed that can be offered by the assigned CPU cores is not uniform. To achieve this variation, we have another (exogenous) application running on some of the available CPU cores. In particular, this exogenous application places equal work-load to the first three CPU cores. The exogenous application already runs when the ACO starts running. Figure 3 shows the running average processing speed under OS and RL, which is further supported by the statistical data of Table 3 . The RL achieves a significant speed improvement that results in about 12% reduction in completion time.
Experiment 3: ACO under Time-Varying CPU Availability
This is an identical experiment to Experiment 2, except for the fact that the exogenous application starts running 30 seconds after ACO starts running. This form of test examines the ability of RL to respond after a significant variation in the availability of some of the CPU cores. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of the running-average processing speed under OS and RL for this experiment.
It is evident in Figure 4 that the RL dynamic scheduler is able to better react to variations in the availability of resources, and achieves a shorter completion time by about 10%. This is also supported by the statistical data of Table 3 . 
Conclusions
We proposed a measurement-based learning scheme for addressing the problem of efficient dynamic pinning of parallelized applications into processing units. According to this scheme, a centralized objective is decomposed into threadbased objectives, where each thread is assigned its own utility function. A RM updates a strategy for each one of the threads corresponding to its beliefs over the most beneficial CPU placement for this thread. Updates are based on a reinforcement learning rule, where prior actions are reinforced proportionally to the resulting utility. Besides its reduced computational complexity, the proposed scheme is adaptive and robust to possible changes in the environment. We further demonstrated that in the ACO metaheuristic algorithm, the proposed scheduler may reduce the completion time up to 10% under varying resource availability.
